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PORCELAIN  - INTERNAL INSTALLATION ADVICE

IMPORTANT! Please read carefully and pass a copy on to your installer

We provide the following advice to ensure you get the best results with your new floor. It is recommended to read 
this in advance of receiving your order and discuss all points with your installer. All advice is given in good faith but 
ultimately it is the responsibility of your contracted installer for the correct installation of the goods. Please ensure 
you are using a professional, experienced installer to achieve the best final look.

UNPACKING & DAMAGES

We ask that all orders are checked for damages and quantities within 48 hours of arrival. Following this time 
period, it may not be possible for us to accept damage or shortfall claims. A dispatch note is attached to your order 
for you to cross reference your order.

Inspecting your order also allows you the opportunity to pick out any tiles you may want your 
installer to use for cuts or place centre stage. 

UNPACKING YOUR ORDER
Begin by removing the external shrink-wrapped packaging. Underneath the external packaging, the porcelain 
boxes are strapped together in bundles. We advise working from one bundle at a time, with a person holding the 
boxes for stability once the straps have been removed. We recommend opening a couple of boxes to ensure you 
are happy with your chosen tile. The remaining tiles should be kept within their cardboard boxes to protect the 
edges of the tiles. All boxes should be stored internally.

INSPECTING YOUR ORDER

STORING YOUR ORDER
Orders must be stored internally in a dry and dark space, that avoids extreme temperatures.

DAMAGED CRATE
If your order arrives with obvious damages to the external crate - please sign the delivery note as damaged 
and contact our customer support team immediately on 01509 416 557 who will be able to assist further.

DAMAGED TILES
Minor edge chipping and slight imperfections are normal and often tiles that are slightly damaged can be used in 
cuts. We advise that you order a 10% allowance above your actual requirements to allow for potential cuts and 
wastage.

If you are concerned with the level of damages within your order, please speak to our customer support team who 
will be able to advise further and action accordingly.

PRE-INSTALLATION PREP

IDENTIFY YOUR SUBSTRATE
Prior to installation, it is important to identify your substrate. A substrate is the surface which sits beneath the tiles 
- the installation method will vary depending on your substrate and tile. We recommend employing the services of 
a professional installer who has experience installing on to your substrate type as well as your chosen product to 
achieve the best results.
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MOISTURE TEST
All substrates should be free of dust, laitance, dirt and movement. If your substrate is a newly installed screed, it 
is imperative that the screed is fully cured.

Either your professional installer or screed manufacturer will conduct a specialist test to understand the readiness 
of the screed by testing the moisture content within the screed.

It is important to conduct the test in an area that is likely to be the wettest. Curing times depend on the screed 
and site conditions - we provide approximate guidelines within our 'substrate specific advice' guide but you should 
always be led by your screed manufacturer or installer. In order for tiling to commence, the RH should be less than 
75%.

PRE-INSTALLATION PREP

NOMINAL MEASUREMENTS
Due to production methods, it is normal to expect a slight variation from the size and thickness stated on the web-
site. This can be more be apparent in large format tiles.

NON-RECTIFIED PORCELAIN TILES
Unlike rectified tiles, non-rectified tiles are not cut or ground down after the firing process. Due to the shrinkage 
that can occur during the firing process, it is normal to expect slight variation between the sizing of each tile vs a 
rectified tile. To accommodate this, it may be necessary to make the grout joint slightly wider.

Typically, non-rectified tiles are patterned or glazed tiles whereby the rectifying process would affect the look of 
the finished tile.

WARPED PORCELAIN TILES
During the firing process, it is normal for porcelain to obtain a slight bow or warpage - this is not a defect and is 
overcome by installation with levelling clips. Your professional installer is likely to use levelling clips as standard 
practice, however they can be purchased economically online. To achieve the best result, the tiles should be stag-
gered no further than 30% of the length of the tile.

DRY LAYING TILES
Tiling should always commence from the centre of the room. It is best practice to dry lay your tiles initially in order 
to ascertain the optimum grout joints (minimum 3mm) and also to avoid any narrow cuts. This process also helps 
to achieve the best blend of tones and variation prior to fixing the tiles - you can inform your tiler of tiles you would 
prefer to use for cuts.

COMMISSIONING UNDERFLOOR HEATING
Prior to tiling, a full commission of the UFH needs to take place, this includes both a hydraulic pressure test and 
thermal conditioning. The hydraulic pressure test must take place prior to the screed being poured. Following the 
screed curing, the screed must be thermally conditioned (run a full thermal heat cycle) to relieve stress and reveal 
defects. Any surface laitance/residue must be fully removed prior to this commissioning in order to assist and aid 
any residual moisture to escape.

Always check the commissioning process with your UFH manufacturer and screed supplier.
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MOVEMENT/EXPANSION JOINTS
Both walls and floors are subject to micro-millimetre movements, therefore it is necessary to include perimeter 
joints, and in some cases expansion joints.

A perimeter movement joint is required where tiling abuts columns, steps and perimeter walls (minimum 6mm).

Expansion joints are required to force any movement to a controlled area of the room. Floors should be divided up 
into bays of size no greater than 40m² with an edge length no greater than 8m.

Please discuss this with your professional installer prior to installation to ensure British Standards are adhered to 
for your project.

LEVELLING EXISTING SUBSTRATES
In the instance of an uneven surface, a levelling compound such as Keratech Eco R10 can be installed (suitable for 
thicknesses between 1-10mm) - full application advice can be found on the Keratech Eco R10 product page. 
Always ensure the levelling compound is suitable for your substrate.

TILE CUTTING
In order to achieve the cleanest cuts, it is recommended to use the best cutting tools possible, as well as using a 
skilled operator who has extensive experience in cutting natural stone or porcelain tiles.

Manual Cutters - Also known as 'score and snap' can be ideal for simple, straight-line cuts on porcelain tiles 
(always check the specification of the machine to ensure it is suitable for the dimensions of the product). It is 
important to ensure you have the correct scoring wheel attached to achieve the best results.

Electric Cutters - Also known as a 'wet cutter' are used for natural stone tiles and porcelain. It is imperative that 
a high-quality diamond blade is used at all times - blunt or worn diamond blades can result in edge chipping. 
Always check the diamond blade is suitable for the type of tile you are cutting. The diamond blade picks up water 
as it spins, keeping both the blade and tile cool. This ensures a better cut, less friction through the tile (preventing 
cracking), less dust and a longer lasting blade.

PRIMER
We strongly recommend priming your substrate prior to installation. A primed substrate will benefit from lower 
absorbency and an improved bond strength. The primer required will be determined by your substrate. Full appli-
cation advice can be found on the product page.

Kerakoll Primer A
Should be used for mineral, cement or gypsum based substrates.

Kerakoll Keragrip
Should be used for wood, bitumen/asphalt and existing tiles.

MATERIALS NEEDED
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ANTI-FRACTURE MATTING
Anti-fracture matting is designed to neutralise lateral stresses that occur between the substrate and tile, thus 
preventing cracking and possible delamination. Anti-fracture matting does not accommodate differential vertical 
movement. Full application advice can be found on the product page.

Kerakoll Bio-Tex is suitable for the majority of internal applications. For wet areas or external application, we advise 
the Kerakoll Green Pro - full application advice can be found on the product page.

MATERIALS NEEDED

ADHESIVE
A white adhesive must be used for the installation of natural stone tiles to prevent irreversible discolouration of the 
tiles. In most instances an S1 adhesive is sufficient, an S2 adhesive should be considered for projects prone to 
more movement or vibration. Your professional installer will be able to advise which is suitable for your project.

In some instances, certain natural stone tiles require fast set adhesive as prolonged moisture retention can cause 
various reactions - we list the adhesive advised on every product page.

A full bed of adhesive (free of air pockets) guarantees that loads are distributed evenly throughout the support 
layers - any voids can lead to cracked tiles. Under no circumstance should tiles be installed using the 'dot & dab' 
or spot fixing method as per BS 5385.

GROUT
Grouting can only take place once the tiles are clean, fully dry and released of all moisture. Please note the drying 
time of the adhesive does not indicate the floor is released of all moisture. This can take days and in some cases 
weeks - your professional installer will be able to guide you.

These timings are based on optimal temperature and humidity conditions. Always be led by your professional 
installer.

We always recommend choosing a grout colour that is similar or lighter than the floor tile. It is important not to 
use grout that is darker than the tile with natural stone, this can lead to picture framing.

Tiles should always be installed with a grout joint of at least 3mm. When installing an opus pattern, the grout joint 
will vary in width due to the layout of the tiles in the pattern. The grout joint should be able to accommodate varia-
tion within tile size where necessary.

SUBSTRATE SPECIFIC
SAND & CEMENT
In line with applicable regulations, concrete screeds should have a minimum cure time of 28 days - always be led 
by your professional installer. Prior to installing the tiles, it is important that the underfloor heating has been com-
missioned. The screed must be fully cured - this can only be determined by a moisture test. Substrates must 
comply with BS 5385, parts 1-5, be stable and non-deformable, without cracks and have already completed the 
curing period for hygrometric shrinkage; must be free from dust, oil and grease, free from any rising damp, with 
no loose, flaky material.

Subject to meeting the above conditions, the screed should be primed using Kerakoll Eco A - full application advice 
can be found on the Kerakoll Eco A product page. In the instance of an uneven surface, a levelling compound such 
as Keratech Eco R10 can be used (suitable for thicknesses between 1-10mm) - full application advice can be found 
on the Keratech Eco R10 product page.

Heated floors are subject to thermal expansion and require an anti-fracture mat.
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CALCIUM SULPHATE / ANHYDRITE / GYPSUM 
We strongly advise you to follow your manufacturers recommendations on curing times, however as a guideline, 
the curing time for Anhydrite screeds is approximately 1mm per day up to 40mm in ideal conditions. Where the 
screed is thicker, or with poor drying conditions drying times can be significantly increased. During the curing 
process, it is necessary to remove the laitance layer as soon as possible (as advised from screed manufacturer) 
which forms on top of the screed, this layer is too weak to tile on to and can increase drying times. 

Laitance should be removed using a suitable machine i.e. a rotary floor scarifier. All excess dust should be removed 
completely with a vacuum cleaner. Your screed manufacturer will be able to advise further on this. Prior to install-
ing the tiles, it is important to be sure that the screed is fully cured - this can only be determined by testing the 
moisture content within the screed. The RH must be below 75%.

As cement-based adhesives will not bond directly to Anhydrite screeds it is essential to isolate the screed by using 
a suitable primer such as Kerakoll Eco A - full application advice can be found on the Kerakoll Eco A product page. 
Anhydrite screeds are not suitable for use in damp conditions or where wetting can occur.

Heated floors are subject to thermal expansion and require an anti-fracture mat.

For alternative substrate advice, visit our website for further information.

SETTING OUT
Dependant on the format, it may affect where your starting point in the room is situated.

For further advice, visit our website.

INSTALLATION CLEAN
Porcelain tiles are extremely durable, however it is important to clean the porcelain during the installation process 
to achieve the best finish. Lithofin is our preferred brand for cleaning, sealing and maintenance products. Their 
comprehensive range has been rigorously tested for their compatibility with both natural stone and porcelain for 
internal and external applications- as such we have used and sold  Lithofins products to protect and maintain our 
products for over twenty years.

What you will need:
- Lithofin Cement Residue Remover
(approx coverage:20 to 30m² depending on the type and degree of contamination)
- Stiff Brush
- White Towel
- Water
- Gloves 
- Eyewear 
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Following the grout installation, it is necessary to remove any residue on the face of the tile. Should stubborn grout 
residue remain, we recommend using the Lithofin Cement Residue Remover, designed to dissolve deposits such as 
cement and mortar residues, as well as residues of flexible grouting materials. As this product is acid based, we 
recommend using water to wet the grout joints with a sponge prior to application of the product, to help buffer 
the grout joints from the acid. Appropriate gloves and eyewear should be worn at all times. Begin by testing the 
product on two affected tiles using the below method. If there is no change, please contact the technical team at 
Lithofin who will be able to advise further.

1. Wet the grout joints with a sponge prior to application of the product, to help buffer the grout joints from the 
acid.

2. Dilute the product to a ratio of 1:5 and apply generously, leave the product for around 6-8 minutes whilst 
continuously scrubbing with a stiff brush.

3. Finally, rinse the area twice with copious amounts of water and dry using a white towel. For best results, 
always work in small, controlled sections.

4. If grout residue remains, re-test with a stronger dilution or call the technical team at Lithofin who will be able 
to advise further.

Please note, all advice is given in good faith.
Ultimately the responsibility lies with the person/company fixing your tiles. 

MORE QUESTIONS...?
We have separate advice sheets covering delivery and further installation guides online, as well as a page dedicated to 
frequently asked questions.

For fixing materials and sealants technical help, refer to the manufacturer’s instructions. We stock a comprehensive range of 
products available to purchase online at www.mystonefloor.com

Our experienced sales team are always happy to help!
Call 01509 416 557 or email us at sales@quornstone.com

POST-GROUT CLEAN (for stubborn grout residue only) 
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